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Power constraints present a significant challenge for HPC

- Core density increasing dramatically
- Memory size and bandwidth per core decreasing dramatically
- Data movement is the dominant power consumer
- Hierarchical compute, memory, & storage is dominate in roadmaps
- Innovative technologies are in the works (and are needed)

Performance depends on managing data motion
Memory/storage hierarchies and innovative memory/storage technologies will be introduced to compensate

- Several memory innovations are promising (fast but small, slower but larger, even slower but even larger)
- NVRAM will be introduced “near” to compute to increase memory capacity and in sufficient quantities to eliminate the need for disk (almost) entirely
- Bulk of our I/O may stay on the compute volume in the NVRAM
- RAIT(?) tape archive with a large disk cache in front may be our future site-wide file system

Biggest worry is whether the software will be able to evolve to work with this hardware paradigm
How will the application teams compensate?

- Only a performance crisis (not just the fear of one) will motivate progress - adding capabilities to apps takes precedence over performance.

- Teams will continue to use a POSIX interface – though early adopters will lead the way.

- Increased use of approaches to avoid saving and storing data:
  - In-situ analysis and visualization.
  - Checkpointing on the computer.
  - Heightened consideration of what data absolutely has to be saved.
  - Greater consideration of recompute than store and retrieve – a more systematic approach is needed.

- Most applications will need to be n-m (since n-n and n-1 will be too painful since we won’t solve the fundamental metadata issues).

Today’s lessons will still apply. If you don’t have to move data, don’t. If you don’t have to store data, don’t.